Empower learning with Dell Education Accessories.
**Tools for Educators**

Be effective on-the-go or in the classroom.

**Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM636 (Black)**
SKU: 580-ADTY
Refresh your workspace with the Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – K636.

**Dell™ Portable Backup Hard Drive – 2 TB**
SKU: 784-BBBBD
Easily back up files, store and transfer data with this portable hard drive from Dell.

**Dell Monitor Stand with USB 3.0 Dock – MKS14**
SKU: 452-BBIR
This docking monitor stand integrates the dock, cables and power supply directly into the stand, offering you a productive and clutter-free workspace.

**Targus® Vertical Sleeve with Hideaway Handles 12”**
SKU: A8422454
This versatile case can be used as a sleeve, a slipcase, or within another bag giving teachers multiple carrying options.

**Dell 2.0 Speaker System – AE215**
SKU: 520-AAJS
Enjoy quality audio at your desk with the Dell 2.0 Speaker System – AE215.

**Dell Mobile Projector – M115HD**
SKU: 210-ABLU
Share your lesson wherever you go with this lightweight mobile projector featuring high-resolution LED projection, built-in speaker and support for 720p HD.

**Dell 22 Monitor – P2214H**
SKU: P2214H
Bright, clear with the viewing features and connectivity options that help boost productivity while in the classroom.

**Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – KM636 (Black)**
SKU: 580-ADTY
Refresh your workspace with the Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse – K636.

**Dell Adapter – USB 3.0 to HDMI/VGA/Ethernet/USB 2.0**
SKU: 470-ABHH
Plug and play solution for connecting your mobile device to various external displays.

**Dell Adapter – USB 3.0 to HDMI/VGA/Ethernet/USB 2.0**
SKU: 470-ABHH
Plug and play solution for connecting your mobile device to various external displays.

**Dell Dual Monitor Stand – MDS14**
SKU: 332-1236
Maximize viewing comfort and improve productivity with multi-adjustment options such as tilt, swivel, height adjust and horizontal slide of the monitors on the stand.

For more information, contact your Dell account manager or visit accessories.us.dell.com
Tools for Learners

The tools to learn anywhere.

Dell Education Work-In-Case (S)
SKU: 325-BBPO
The ultimate Chromebook protection against daily bumps, knocks, and major drops for the student on the go.

Dell Tek Backpack – 15.6” – Grey
SKU: 460-BBKN
Designed for learners who need a lightweight and functional backpack that allows for easy transition from home to school.

Dell Power Companion (18000 mAh) PW7015L
SKU: 451-BBK
Lightweight and compact, this device powers select Dell systems as well as up to two USB-enabled devices.

Logitech® USB Headset H390
SKU: A1282206
Get clear, comfortable and effective communication with this noise-canceling headset from Logitech.

Dell Laser Scroll USB 6-Buttons Silver and Black Mouse
SKU: 331-5076
Add a new level of comfort and control to your computing experience with the 6-Button Laser USB Mouse from Dell.

Dell Active Pen – PN556W
SKU: 750-AAMI
Designed for high performance and a natural writing experience for select Dell tablets.

Dell Multimedia Keyboard for Chrome – KB115
SKU: 580-ACYF
The Dell Multimedia Keyboard for Chrome - KB115 is a Google-approved USB keyboard specifically designed for Chrome OS users.

Bretford® TechGuard 5-Bay Charging Locker
SKU: A8569023
The TechGuard Charging Locker is ideal for education - anywhere your students and staff need to securely charge and store their individual devices.

Dell™ Premium Keyed Lock
SKU: 332-1672
Students can secure their devices with a keyed T-Bar lock. A variety of options are available.

For more information, contact your Dell account manager or visit accessories.us.dell.com
Interactive Classroom

Get more done with essential accessories for your classroom.

Dell™ Interactive Projector – S520
SKU: S520
Use your fingers, the included styluses or traditional dry-erase pens on the 87-inch whiteboard (included with S520 purchase) for real-time learning.

Bretford® EXPLORE – Mobile Collaborative Table
SKU: A8406394
This collaborative table supports power and data options above the work surface and is ideal for use with today’s mobile technology.

Bretford EXPLORE® – Chair with Casters
SKU: A8545609
Comfortable back support keeps students relaxed and engaged. Stack and nest up to five chairs for easy movement and storage.

Bretford® EXPLORE – Mobile Collaborative Table
SKU: A8406394
Comfortable back support keeps students relaxed and engaged. Stack and nest up to five chairs for easy movement and storage.

Belkin® Inc 10-Outlet Metal SurgeMaster® with 15 ft Power Cord
SKU: A7167523
Protect your valuable electronic equipment from surges and lightning strikes with the Belkin 10-Outlet Metal SurgeMaster with 15 ft Power Cord.

Chief Large FUSION LTMI1U – Mounting Kit (Wall Mount) for LCD/Plasma Panel – Screen Size: 37” – 63”
SKU: A8344790
Installer-inspired Fusion tilt mount solves top flat panel installation problems, offering flexible adjustments for large displays with a low-profile display mounting solution.

C2G High Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet – 4K Ultra HD – Video/Audio/Network Cable – HDMI – 15 ft
The C2G High Speed HDMI with Ethernet Cable is perfect for desktop audio video applications requiring high speed HDMI features and video resolutions up to 1080p.

Dell Mobile Computing Cart PS2 Managed
SKU: 210-AHPM
Securely store and charge up to 30 devices while providing easy mobility to share between locations.

Ergotron® WorkFit-TL Sit-Stand Desktop Workstation
SKU: A8638607
The lightweight streamlined Neo-Rex Cart transforms any space into a productive sit-stand computing environment, making it easy to maneuver through the classroom.

Dell 55 Conference Room Monitor – E5515H
SKU: E5515H
View presentations on a 55” full HD commercial display with exceptional clarity and image brightness.

Dell™ Interactive Projector – S520
SKU: S520
Use your fingers, the included styluses or traditional dry-erase pens on the 87-inch whiteboard (included with S520 purchase) for real-time learning.

For more information, contact your Dell account manager or visit accessories.us.dell.com
STEAM

Accessories for empowering learning in Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics.

Epson® DC-12 Document Camera
SKU: A7684251
Easily engage students with the high performance DC-12 document camera.

Logitech Tablet Keyboard for Win8/RT and Android
SKU: A6319467
This keyboard-and-stand combo is designed to travel easily, set up quickly and add a touch of convenience to all the places you use your Windows 8 or Android tablet.

Dell Color Smart Multifunction Printer – S2825cdn
SKU: 210-AFRV
Empower your students to collaborate and innovate efficiently on a color smart multi-function printer with low cost-per-page printing.

For more information, contact your Dell account manager or visit accessories.us.dell.com
Collaboration Spaces
Create environments that foster productivity and team work.

Dell™ Interactive Projector – S510
SKU: 210-ADWD
Make your projects, reports or lessons something special. Share your ideas and encourage collaboration with this interactive projector.

Dell 70 Conference Room Monitor – C7016H
SKU: C7016H
Present in exceptional clarity with our 70” full HD commercial display that is optimized for sharper and bolder text. Touch version coming June 2016.

MooreCo Enlighten Double Sided Mobile Whiteboard
SKU: A8219468
This glass dry erase markerboard is a sophisticated and sleek writing surface. Its special finish provides a smooth writing surface that will not ghost or stain.

Chief Fusion Large Manual Height Adjustable Mobile Cart
SKU: A7426661
This mobile Fusion cart incorporates rounded edges and sleek features to give the cart a softer, professional feel that fits well in classroom environments.

Dell UltraSharp 34 Curved Ultrawide Monitor – U3415W
SKU: U3415W
The Dell UltraSharp 34 inch Curved Monitor engages you in a new wrap-around viewing experience with a 21:9 ultra-wide curved screen that offers more display area and enhanced viewing comfort.

Bretford EXPLORE® Teaming Table with Fluid Power
SKU: A8725453
Foster group work and collaboration among students with an affordable solution that provides simple and intuitive access to a large monitor for sharing.

Logitech® ConferenceCam Connect – Video Conferencing Camera
SKU: A8272249
Sleek, easy to carry, and a snap to set up. Use the video conferencing camera to expand the collaborative potential outside of the classroom.

Actiontec® ScreenBeam Education Edition 2 – Network Media Streaming Adapter
SKU: A8111848
Supplement lectures with videos, apps, and educational programming. Teachers and students can wirelessly share content from compatible tablets, smartphones, and laptops onto a projector screen or other display.

Bretford® MOTIV FREESTANDING – Sofa – 3 Seats – Armrests – Fabric – Hue Latte
SKU: A8486219
Bring students and their ideas together with soft seating and optional power plates that house 120V and USB power outlets to support today’s mobile devices.

For more information, contact your Dell account manager or visit accessories.us.dell.com